
APPLICATION (B)

Submission ID: 2372665 - x5a68db61d29145.78397021

The message has been sent from 92.40.249.231 (United Kingdom)  at 2018-01-24 15:15:47

Name-First Alaa

Name-Last Alqallaf

Email alaaaalqallaf@gmail.com

Date of birth 27/06/2001

Address-Street Address Kuwait, Ahmadi

Address-Street Address Line 2 Egaila block 2 street 206 house 49

Address-City Ahmadi, Egaila

Address-Country Kuwait

Home Phone 23839660

Mobile 96986228

Emergency contact phone 67092662

Name of Emergency contact Dalal alhassan

Skype ID

Gender Female

Nationality -Country Kuwait

Arabic fluency excellent

English fluency excellent

Do you speak any       other

language?

no

If yes please specify

Have you applied 

to the Proteges program before?-yes

no

Have you applied 

to the Proteges program before?-no

yes

Education High school (public)

If other specify

Name of school Mishref high school for girls

Current GPA 3.68

Picture upload http://www.123formbuilder.com/upload_dld.php?fileid=b71eca6211b587f0a85ad007af49316a

CV upload
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Hobbies Horse riding, videography, traveling, writing, art

Talents Playing the piano, photography

Certificates 

Do you work?-yes no

Do you work?-no yes

Name of company

Do you have a valid driving license no

Are you willing to travel? yes

Describe the most significant

challenge you have faced and the

steps you have taken to overcome

this challenge 

I got bullied growing up especially in middle school. When i was eleven years old I transferred from private

school to public school. The move itself was difficult enough and on top of that i got bullied for my purple

glasses and the way i spoke. 

I sometimes switch between Arabic and English in a sentence without realizing it, and it’s never intentional

i genuinely forget sometimes. Whenever i would do so everyone would laugh and pick on me even the

teachers would make fun of me instead of defending me, and some teachers called me purple instead of

using my actual name. Eventually my whole grade started calling me names and saying i was a show off

even though nothing could be further from the truth. I started to doubt myself and my shyness grew even

more. I stopped participating in all my classes and I stopped speaking to everyone. I got so depressed and

wanted to go back to my old school, my mom said that’s never going to happen so i knew i just had to

change the way things were. I thought if I didn’t learn to accept myself first why should I expect anyone

else to. I started watching TedTalks everyday on self improvement and on how to gain more confidence. I

got really interested in affirmations and started reading those every night as well. I started to socialize

more even though it made me uncomfortable i knew i had to get out of my shell. And i even  went to my

grandmother for help on my Arabic. The process was hard and it took a while but in a matter of weeks I felt

myself changing, i started to care less what everyone thought of me, i was starting to accept myself and i

learned to embrace the things that made me different from everyone else, I made a group of friends, i

stopped second guessing myself and overall i was just a much happier person. The bullying never stopped

but it didn’t even bother me anymore i just started to feel sorry for them. Today, five years later, i am as

confident as one can get. I learned so much since I switched schools, about myself and the world. I am now

stronger and happier than i’ve ever been and i am grateful that this was the hardest challenge i have faced

in my sixteen years of existence.

You are required to spend the next

year of your life in either the past or

the future. What year would you
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1960, it was the year that women’s activism in Kuwait begun. It marked the beginning of an era for Kuwaiti

women. They started to take a stand and make changes and i want to be a part of that and play a role in

making that change. I would also like to be a part of the first women’s organization, the Arab Women’s



travel and why? Renaissance Association, and work with Noureya AlSaddani who is such an inspiring human being. I want to

have that same passion and drive she had in making a difference and standing up for her rights. The

women in our society are so powerful and inspirational, i look up to all of them and aspire to make a

change and help this community just like they did. So if i had the opportunity, I would travel to 1960, so

that i could be a part of the beginning of an era.

What would you say is your greatest

talent or skill? how have you

developed and demonstrated that

talent over time

My greatest talent would be the piano. Not because i’m good at it, but because i am self taught and i take

pride in that. I may not be the best pianist but i am very proud of myself for my achievements given the

fact that i never took piano lessons or used YouTube for learning songs. 

I would listen to a song on repeat and try to figure out the right keys until i got it right which used to take

weeks but now because of practice it only takes a day or maybe two. Playing the piano has become

therapeutic, i could spend all day playing and wouldn’t get bored. I try new things every single day, i don’t

like the idea of having the same thing repeat daily, but there has always been an exception for the piano. I

first fell in love with playing when i was eight years old. I was in the school band for 2 years in elementary. I

then joined the music department after switching schools, we performed in a concert with other schools

around Kuwait. I got multiple awards and medals from competitions and concerts. When i was in the ninth

grade i started giving piano lessons to my friends and family and i still do today. My little brother is one of

my students and he has come such a long way since I started teaching him. I play every chance i get and i

try to develop in any way possible. My plans for the future are to hopefully continue giving lessons and

expanding in that aspect because it gives me such joy watching how happy they get when they play.

What have you done to make your

school or community a better place 

My friends and i started an anti littering campaign at school. We bought a bunch of mini trash cans and

placed them in the class rooms between desks, and we also got some kids and teachers to help us clean

the playground everyday after recess. We also made some anti bullying posters and stuck them around the

school to raise awareness and try to start conversations. I volunteered with loyac kids to go clean the

beach, as well as volunteering with my school to go sing to kids with special needs to cheer them up. My

sister and i sold bracelets and then donated all the money to cancer patients, and every winter we would

gather gloves, blankets, canned food, etc., and give to the less fortunate.

What makes you happy? My family and making other people happy. This answer may sound cliche but it’s true. My family means the

world to me, they support me in any decision i make and are always there for me. I would do anything to

make them proud. My mom always told me happiness comes from the littlest of things and that stuck with

me. I try my best everyday to do any act of kindness big or small to make someone smile because knowing

i am even a tiny bit responsible for making someone happy automatically changes my mood and makes me

happy.

How did you hear about The Proteges
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program

Code of ethics and conduct -I agree

to the code.

yes

Terms and Conditions-I agree to the

Terms and Conditions.

yes

Application disclaimer -I hereby

certify that the information above is

true  and was fully completed by no

one but myself. 

yes

Entry ID 179
Language gb
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